WORLD-CLASS UNDERSEA CABLE SYSTEMS
TE SubCom is an industry pioneer and leading global supplier of undersea communications technology and marine services.

Drawing on our heritage of technical innovation and industry-recognized performance, SubCom delivers reliable, high quality solutions for enterprises whose undersea communications needs are vital to their core mission.

**SubCom: The First Name in Value for Cable Systems**

- Vertical integration that delivers on-time comprehensive solutions and manages risk
- Advanced products and technologies
- Long-term commitment to excellence
- Undersea flexible solutions for telecom, offshore oil and gas, and scientific needs
- Experienced, dedicated teams for project management, design, manufacturing, installation, and support

**Your SubCom Advantage**

SubCom customers enjoy exceptionally high levels of confidence in our ability to deliver the right solution on time and on budget. Trust in SubCom is based on our commitment to addressing every factor in assuring reliability and success, including:

**Full-Service, Vertically-Integrated Undersea Cable Provider**

As a full service, vertically integrated supplier, SubCom delivers value-based solutions that encompass a broad portfolio of high quality, reliable products as well as marine services and dedicated project management. That expertise extends to system engineering, route surveys, undersea and terrestrial installation and maintenance, system recovery and decommissioning, and complete shore-end and marine liaison work.

When customers realized TE SubCom was our supplier we achieved instant credibility in the marketplace. People are saying, “We know your system was built by TE SubCom; it’s the best.” That recognition of quality was of paramount importance.

Jim Schweigert, Matrix Networks
SubCom is a part of TE Connectivity (NYSE: TEL), a $12 billion global technology leader. Our connectivity and sensor solutions are essential in today’s increasingly connected world. We collaborate with engineers to transform their concepts into creations – redefining what’s possible using intelligent, efficient and high-performing TE products and solutions proven in harsh environments. Our 72,000 people, including over 7,000 engineers, partner with customers in close to 150 countries across a wide range of industries. We believe EVERY CONNECTION COUNTS.

Meeting Customer Needs for 50 Years

Throughout the history of undersea communications, SubCom has helped define international standards, as well as their integration with terrestrial networks. Today, with over 100 fiber optic networks in operation, SubCom offers unsurpassed experience, knowledge and expertise in the design, manufacture and installation of reliable regional and long haul undersea networks.

When we use SubCom technology, we plug it into the box and it works. When you put the cable on the seabed, it sits there for twenty-five years and it works. Having that reputation and keeping that reputation is critical.

Simon Cooper, TATA Communications

Global Fleet and Customer Support to Assure High Performance Networks

SubCom operates a versatile global fleet of 150-meter “Reliance Class” vessels — the most capable fleet equipped with most advanced plows and ROVs.

Following installation, customers enjoy comprehensive 24/7 care, provided by our Global Technical Support Center. And of course our follow-up maintenance, training, and support programs — as well as our quick-response marine recovery services — meet a wide variety of customer needs.

With You for the Life of Your System

We fully understand and appreciate this fundamental truth: Your network is the backbone of your business. For undersea network solutions that will provide clear sailing for your business — today and many years into the future — look to SubCom.

SubCom is very solution driven. It’s manufacturing, it’s shipping, it’s people, it’s expertise — it’s all those things. They provide the entire solution.

Bevan Slattery, CEO, Pipe Networks

Advancing Products and Technologies to Meet Current and Future Demands

SubCom delivers state-of-the-art repeater, OADM node, fiber optic cable, and SLTE technologies. Versatility and scalability are also hallmarks of SubCom’s network management software.

SubCom’s unique products and technologies address the multiple, complex needs of offshore access networks — whether you’re a telecom carrier, offshore oil and gas platform operator, or in the scientific and academic fields.
About TE SubCom

TE SubCom (SubCom), a TE Connectivity Ltd. company, is an industry pioneer in undersea communications technology and marine services, and a leading global supplier for today's undersea communications requirements.

As a vertically integrated supplier, SubCom designs, manufactures, deploys, and maintains the industry’s most reliable fiber optic cable systems. Its solutions include long-haul and regional systems, repeaterless networks, capacity upgrades, offshore oil and gas, and scientific research applications. SubCom brings end-to-end network knowledge and global experience to support on-time delivery and the needs of customers worldwide. To date, the company has deployed more than 100 cable systems and enough subsea communication cable to circle the Earth 15 times at the equator.